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Where does Future 
comes from ?



QR codes

Live events
Hybrid events

Health regulations

Health regulations
Video replays

Mobile App

XR



data privacy
health and sanitary stakes

social media promotion
society + values are changing

revenue management
logistics of the future
new type of venues 

Exhibitions becoming real MEDIAS (all year content)
Networking opportunities

offering new services as events
Mobile : the king of devices
Environmental responsibility

Technologies : drones, VR, mapping…

customer experience
The way the audience is living the event

event production
The way event are created, managed, delivered



True
Words.



Link in the press review ressources



Après des décennies (des siècles) de 
structuration verticale de la société et des 
organisations, avec son corolaire de discours 
“top-down” (discours descendant et unilatéral 
de la direction vers les salariés, du politique vers 
les citoyens, du media vers le lecteur-auditeur-
téléspectateur, …), 

nous sommes entrés dans le règne de 
l’interaction, du collaboratif, de la co-création.

Cette prise de pouvoir de l’individu, 
concomitante à l’évolution des technologies et 
des réseaux, influe sur la conception des 
événements : terminé le spectateur passif et 
vive le spect’acteur

After decades (centuries) of vertical structuration of 
society and organisations, illustrated by ’’top down’’ 
messages (one way speech from the Management to 
the Collaborators, from the Politics to the citizens, 
from the medias to the reader…)

We are entering the interaction era, based on 
collaboration and co-creation.

This power taken by the individual over the 
organisation, strongly linked to the raise of new 
technologies and social media, has an influence on 
events.

The passive audience has come to an end.



Habitué à zapper en permanence, à suivre 
plusieurs écrans simultanément, à être 
bombardé d’informations provenant de canaux 
multiples, à “multi-tasker” en bon français, 
notre spect’acteur n’est plus capable de fixer 
son attention sur un flux plus de quelques 
minutes pour les plus concentrés. 

Les pitchs ont remplacé les discours.

Les événements devront rythmer les séquences, 
multiplier les sources et diversifier les formats 
pour être en phase avec les cerveaux sur-dopés 
de notre spect’acteur car il faudra gagner la 
guerre de l’attention.

From mobile to desktop, from TV to iPad, it’s
always more difficult to catch our audience 
attention, in a permanent ‘’digital switch’’.

Short pitches have replaced long and 
structured speeches.

Events will have to gain rhythm, multiply
sources, contents, and types of events. They
will have to adapt to our multitask brain.



L’évolution historique de la transmission des contenus 
nous a progressivement amené de l’image des 
cavernes à la parole, de la parole au texte imprimé, 
du texte au son enregistré et diffusé, et enfin, retour 
… à l’image, mais cette fois-ci animée, par la 
télévision. A chaque étape, un impact et une portée 
accrus. Le web et les réseaux sociaux du XXIe siècle 
ont réalisé une synthèse de ces techniques avec un 
rôle prépondérant de l’image. Cette dernière est 
devenue la nouvelle forme d’écriture universelle et 
l’événement ne pourra plus s’en passer (photos, vidéo, 
infographies, gif, emojis,…) pour illustrer les propos et 
accentuer les émotions. Parmi toutes les images, 
restera dans les esprits la reine d’entre toutes : la “Key 
Visual”. Cette image “iconique” qui résumera à elle-
seule l’événement. L’image est l’écriture du XXIe siècle

The historical evolution of content is
leading to a higher level of impact and 
priority for pictures and images.

PICTURES have become our century’s
writing.



Si l’événement est le partage d’une expérience en 
commun, celle-ci se vivra de plus en plus au travers 
d’une personnalisation, facilitée par les nouvelles 
technologies : un message sur-mesure via les applis 
mobiles, un contenu spécifique en fonction de son 
profil, un parcours individualisé d’ateliers, une 
expérience en réalité virtuelle éventuellement au 
travers de son avatar, une programmation musicale 
personnalisée, une mise en ligne de SA propre vision 
de l’événement (en “vision subjective”)… le tout au 
sein d’un public multiple et divers.

L’événement multipliera ses personnalisations.

If events remain defined as an 
experience sharing by a group a people, 
they will turned into a higher level of 
personnalisation.

This customisation will be possible 
through new technologies (mobile app, 
customised workshop, avatars …) 

Events will multiply its customisation 
abilities.



L’ÉVÉNEMENIEL 
REPENSÉ DE 
DEMAIN

https://www.linnovatoir
e.fr/levenement-
repense-de-demain/

https://www.linnovatoire.fr/levenement-repense-de-demain/




ה�ٳ 10 EVENT TRENDS FOR 2021

%W�XLI�MRHYWXV]�MW�VIHIƼRIH�JSV�������XLI�GSRGITX�SJ�TPERRMRK�PEVKI�IZIRXW�MR�

exotic locations will change dramatically in the scale of how these experiences 

will be planned. 

Large events will come with a lot of complications. They will be possible, but 

not how the industry is used to planning them. 

Therefore, a new breed of destinations that help event professionals create 

more contained experiences will have an advantage. These will furnish 

planners with opportunities for surprising and enticing experiences that cater 

to a smaller number of people than what event professionals were used to. 

Despite being smaller, they will be more palatable and less risky than larger 

events in large cities and large venues. How destinations work within a network 

XS�GVIEXI�XLIWI�I\TIVMIRGIW�[MPP�HIƼRI�������

Smaller experiences will offer an unprecedented opportunity to offer more 

exclusive events that are more intimate, with smaller groups that can foster 

more meaningful connections. Very large events traditionally suffered from 

a lack of personalization. It seems the industry has a strong opportunity to 

VIHIƼRI�MR�TIVWSR�GSRRIGXMSR�

Industry experts foresee that hybrid experiences will have a smaller percentage 

of attendees in person compared to those online, and obviously the incentive 

to attend in person before a vaccine becomes available needs to be something 

unique. How event professionals coordinate that with a virtual counterpart is 

going to be very interesting.

Exemple : MAPPING IMMERSIVE DINNER
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J E L M E R  VA N  A S T
CEO, Conference Compass

Jelmer van Ast is the CEO and founder of 

Conference Compass, a pioneer of event apps 

since 2009. Their apps have been used at 250 

conferences last year, including 10 of the 25 

[SVPHƅW�PEVKIWX�EWWSGMEXMSR�GSRJIVIRGIW��;MXL�

the Society App, Conference Compass enables 

associations and meeting planners to unite their 

communities around conferences, whether they 

join the event virtually or in-person.

.IPQIV�LSPHW�E�4L(�MR�%VXMƼGMEP�-RXIPPMKIRGI�

ERH�ORS[W�ƼVWX�LERH�[LEX�MX�XEOIW�XS�TYFPMWL�

WGMIRXMƼG�VIWIEVGL�ERH�HIPMZIV�IRKEKMRK�

TVIWIRXEXMSRW��;MXL�LMW�VSSXW�MR�EGEHIQME�

together with over 10 years of experience 

building an event tech company, he and his 

team stand by their customers to manage the 

virtual experience.

PIONEERING HYBRID EVENTS IN 2021
;LIVI�XLI�MRHYWXV]�[EW�JSVGIH�XS�I\TIVMQIRX�[MXL�
online events in 2020 due to the pandemic, I believe 
that 2021 will be the year where the industry begins to 
experiment with hybrid. There are a number of ways 
in which online and on-site event components will be 
able to fuse into amazing hybrid event experiences.

STREAMLINED WORKFLOWS.
Event planners have had to take an enormous 
ƼRERGMEP�LMX�HYI�XS�XLI�TERHIQMG��XLSYKL�QER]�
salvaged some revenue by pivoting to virtual. In 
2021, they will have to continue to invest and factor 
in the economics of catering to both online and 
onsite attendees. More than ever before, this will 
require event platforms that save a lot of valuable 
time so event planners can focus on delivering on the 
experience without worrying about the technology. 

INTEGRATED EXPERIENCES.
All-in-one event platforms will play a crucial role in 
making this happen. Not just the traditional event 
registration and website, but the entire experience for 
all stakeholders — attendees, speakers and sponsors — 
with video streaming natively built in, mobile and browser 
apps working in unison, and high production value right 
out of the box. Speakers on-site will be streamed through 
the platform to attendees joining online, and speakers 
presenting online will be projected to the stage. 

MORE INCLUSIVE EVENTS.
;MXL�ZMVXYEP�ERH�L]FVMH�TPEXJSVQW�TS[IVMRK�IZIRX�
experiences, attendees are able to discover people 
to meet and break into private video meetings with 
people all over the globe.

I’m personally very excited about this trend, as it 
provides a golden opportunity for the industry to 
become much more inclusive. At last, it will allow 
people at all stages in their careers and from any 
country to attend professional events. Even if 
attendees opt out of travel due to, for example, 
sustainability concerns, they can still join the event 
experience.

YEAR-ROUND EVENT COMMUNITIES.
;MXL�ER�SRPMRI�TPEXJSVQ��XLI�GSRXIRX�ERH�RIX[SVOMRK�
not only takes place during the couple of days of the 
event, but has all the potential to last much longer. 
Sessions are automatically recorded and can be made 
available for year-round access, making learning 
possibly much more effective. Conversations can be 
deeper and extended over a much longer time through 
online correspondence. I predict that associations and 
event planners will (re)discover what perhaps their 
strongest asset is: the communities they bring together 
at their events. And now they have all the tools to keep 
engaging these communities year-round.
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XLIVI�[EW�E�FVIEO�JVSQ�XLI�ZMVYW�MR�QER]�GSYRXVMIW�SJ�XLI�;IWXIVR�[SVPH��

Events started to pick back up, and safety was paramount in terms of how 

attendees evaluated whether to attend or not. 

Events cannot afford to become super spreaders. Therefore, the reputation of 

event brands will be built on health and safety:

 ( Social distancing at all times and especially indoors

 ( Mask wearing at all times

 ( Seated, socially distanced, and potentially staggered meal times

 ( Ventilation that is up to date

 ( Sanitation and separation by plexiglass and other types of dividing materials

 ( The use of counselors or stewards to direct attendees and force compliance 
with the rules at all times

 ( Onsite testing and event bubbles

Events that have these in place will have an advantage compared to those that do 

not. Another key component is a system for tracking whoever attends the event and 

informing by spotless communication in the event of an outbreak during the event. 

Testing is important not just onsite, but for multiple days before and after. At the 

time of writing, some airlines are announcing ways to enforce vaccine passports 

or antibody passports for attendees to be cleared. Event technology providers 

are beginning to establish the infrastructure for replicating that for events.

8S�EXXIRH�WTIGMƼG�IZIRXW��XLI�JIIPMRK�SJ�WEJIX]�ERH�GSRƼHIRGI�[MPP�FI�RYQFIV�SRI��WS�

the industry must necessarily engage in and prioritize safety above everything else.

No question that in 2021, the way attendees evaluate whether or not to attend events 

will be dictated by safety. A lot of that will be counterbalanced by when and to what 

extent effective vaccines become available, but until then, event professionals will 

need to strongly consider the safety measures in place for live events. 

The industry witnessed this in July and during the summer of 2020, when 
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FIIR�EFPI�XS�TMZSX�TVSƼXEFP]��ERH�EFSYX����TIVGIRX�SJ�TPERRIVW�[MPP�VIGSYT�PIWW�

than 25 percent of lost revenue for 2020. Only 8 percent expect to recoup more 

than 75 percent. These numbers will not support a comeback; virtual events 

need a better business model, and better support from virtual event platforms.

Here are some of the key considerations for the future of virtual revenue 

generation:

 ( USE A SUBSCRIPTION MODEL FOR TICKETED EVENTS��%W�2IXƽM\�HSIW�

with shows, planners should deal with events. Bundling creates more value 

than selling tickets for individual events.

 ( BUILD A COMMUNITY. Content-heavy events in particular have an opportunity 

to get people online talking to each other on an ongoing basis, and it’s just a 

waste to register attendees every time and reset the content for a repeat event. 

 ( REWARD LIVE ATTENDANCE. The promise of the kind of engagement that only 

events can offer materializes only when attendees are participating live. Catching 

up on demand cannot be the default option. Live attendance should be rewarded 

with a free ticket (if the event is free); on-demand content should be paid for.

 ( OFFER BETTER CONTENT ON DEMAND. Those planning to upsell on-

demand need to up their content game. The content has to be packaged in a 

better way. It cannot be a four-hour video to watch without cues. Break down 

the video per session, add notes, offer different media formats, and include 

audio-only access.

 ( OFFER ONE-TO-ONE MEETINGS AND NETWORKING. Networking is an 

ongoing struggle for virtual, and it does not deliver on business objectives. 

For trade shows, emphasize delivering better lead generation opportunities.

If event planners want to host a secure version of their event without having 

to consider social distancing, testing, tracing, sanitizing, crazy traveling, and 

the possibility of being sued, virtual events are the only option.

The issue is that very few people are making money from virtual events. 

EventMB research says that less than 40 percent of event professionals have 
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According to EventMB’s latest research, 67 percent of respondents agree that 

hybrid is the future of events, and 71 percent said that they would continue to 

employ a digital strategy even after live events return.

It’s unrealistic to think that the incredibly absurd collective experience of 

the past 11 months won’t change the way attendees consume events going 

JSV[EVH��)ZIRX�TVSJIWWMSREPW�LEH�XS�FIGSQI�ƽYIRX�MR�ZMVXYEP�IZIRX�XIGLRSPSK]��

Here are some reasons why hybrid events will become the norm:

 ( THE CAT IS OUT OF THE BAG��)ZIRX�TPERRIVW�RS[�ORS[�XLI�FIRIƼXW�SJ�EXXIRHMRK�

online events, as much as they are very clear about the limitations, and for many 

content-dependent events, virtual formats may increasingly replace in-person ones.

 ( THE COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS DOESN’T FAVOR TRAVEL. Traveling 

thousands of miles for a two-hour meeting is a waste of resources and 

money few will be able to afford, not to mention the environmental impact. 

 ( CORPORATE TRAVEL IS FAR FROM RESUMING. A pillar of the event industry 

is corporate travel; corporate events bring money in and local economies thrive. 

As the pandemic drags on, many companies will need to cut luxuries such as 

corporate travel to attend an event and many more will be dissuaded by the liability.

 ( THERE IS STILL SUBSTANTIAL RISK��;MXL�ZEGGMRIW�SR�XLI�LSVM^SR��RS[�MW�RSX�

the time to let guards down. The percentage of those at high risk in the industry 

is quite substantial, and one can expect this substantial portion of attendees to 

prefer virtual over live in order to minimize the risk of contracting Covid-19.

What will these hybrid events look like?

 ( MORE TV SHOW, LESS CONFERENCE. Event planners can expect events to morph 

into the TV show format: live speakers or performers, a limited live audience, and a 

strong tech infrastructure, and increasingly competitive production quality.

 ( NEW HIGH TECH ‘VENUES’. AV support, technology, and incredibly fast 

internet speed will replace former priorities like square footage.

 ( BIGGER BUDGETS FOR AV THAN F&B. Nimble AV teams able to deliver 

both live and online events will re-shape the current AV market, whereas food 

at live events may be skipped altogether to avoid unnecessary risk.

 ( TWO EXPERIENCES. The hybrid event experience will need to be co-created in a 

two-dimensional environment with event design that supports each audience’s goals.

 ( EVENT CONTENT RESET. The industry loathed the ‘keynote, breakout and 

repeat’ format of most events — planners know for a fact these will need to 

go. Shorter sessions will prevail.
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The industry should focus on bringing FOMO back to virtual and hybrid events. 

;LIR�TPERRMRK�ER�IZIRX��TPERRIVW�LEZI�E�FYHKIX�ERH�E�VIZIRYI�SFNIGXMZI��XLMW�PSKMG�

also applies for virtual event components, but the competition is steep. The industry 

MW�MR�RIIH�SJ�FEVVMIVW�XS�IRXV]��;L]�WLSYPH�WSQISRI�GLSSWI�E�TEMH�JSV�IZIRX�SZIV�E�

free one with essentially the same offering? Invest in a more sophisticated platform, 

in digital event production, in professional speakers, in good moderators. If event 

planners are thinking zero budget, they will get zero revenue.

8LMW�XVIRH�TVSJSYRHP]�VIHIƼRIW�XLI�TVMSVMXMIW�EXXIRHIIW�[MPP�LEZI�[LIR�EXXIRHMRK�

live events.

Creativity and strategy need to prevail. Content and speakers won’t be the draws they 

used to be. Attendees will crave networking -- or better yet, connection. How events 

connect attendees with physical distancing, plexiglass, and face masks will be the 

main decider for success.

The glitzy part of experience design -- the big shows, the incredible decor -- will 

equally be important. After months of sensory deprivation, attendees will need 

more entertainment.  

1. 
CONTENT

2. 
NETWORKING

3. 
ENTERTAINMENT

n

1. 
MEANINGFUL CONNECTION

2. 
ENTERTAINMENT

3. 
CONTENT

o

THE NEW HIERARCHY OF ATTENDEE NEEDS
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Zoom fatigue and platforms like Clubhouse are spurring a new way of hosting 

events: audio-only.

This may seem at odds with engagement, but the point is to offer attendee-

centric options. Convenience is central to the success of the format. On 

Clubhouse, everybody participates via their phone. Some speakers are walking 

their dog, some others are multitasking at work. Portability is a key concept.

Offering audio attendance could help to create new ticket opportunities for paid-

for virtual events as well as giving more relaxed attendance options to those 

who feel overwhelmed by Zoom meetings and virtual event invites.

Moreover, listening as opposed to watching stimulates a part of the brain that 

makes us visualize concepts. This is a completely different experience from 

having the event on a desktop window while attendees are multitasking.

 ( PLAN CONTENT IN A WAY THAT ACCOMMODATES ALL AUDIENCES. 

Having substantial visual references may alienate the audience listening in.

 ( DON’T ASK ATTENDEES TO CONNECT ON A MOBILE BROWSER. Offering 

an audio-only stream is key to optimizing background playback.

 ( OFFER EVENT PODCASTS. Event podcasts should be optimized for major 

consumption platforms.



Game
changers



20 years ago, the phrase “There’s an app for that” did not have meaning.

Cut to 2021, and the number of apps and their ability to help the planning, 
designing and implementation of events is well … too many to count. 

Mobile App



Announcing a latest
integration: Mapwize
indoor mapping

link



Drones are here to stay.

For outdoor events, they are a perfect way to capture all aspects. If used correctly and 
within safety guidelines, they can also be used to transport items such as drinks as well. 

Unbelievable shows, such as the synchronized lighted drones shows at the Olympics and 
Super Bowl, are taking entertainment to a whole new level.

DRONISOS French drone company ! 
+ Volkswagen Drone Light Show in China : https://youtu.be/BmE5Sps-sjI

Drones

https://youtu.be/BmE5Sps-sjI


Hypervsn Holographic Visuals

HOLOGRAMS !

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2rmKwvJRkA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2rmKwvJRkA


HOLOGRAMS … for 
exhibitions

VIRTUAL ON STANDARD HOLOGRAM PYRAMIDS

https://virtualongroup.com/3d-holographic-displays/

https://virtualongroup.com/3d-holographic-displays/


Transporting guests to alternative realities is an exciting 
application to enhance events. The wave of the future 

is the ability to market events, venues and locations without 
ever having to leave the office.

Virtual Reality
+ virtual visits

https://www.vip-studio360.fr/galerie360/visites/vv-domaine-de-la-corbe/vv-domaine-de-la-corbe-c.html



Virtual visit
Citroen 360 VR Booth Tour, Paris Motor Show

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kIfqE0pu4m4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kIfqE0pu4m4


3-D printing has become a cool 
addition to events. The ability to 
print many items--from sugar 
desserts to giveaways--on-site is 
fun and imaginative, and with the 
advent of more products, is 
becoming cheaper to do.

3D printing

https://www.bernardmarr.com/default.asp?contentID=1554

Will 3D object made with
sustainable material is the 
new personnalized gift ?

https://www.bernardmarr.com/default.asp?contentID=1554


From speakers to LED lights, Bluetooth products have become 
a staple in the industry.

Their use has allowed for sound and lights in places where this 
might not have been possible before. These products are 

activated by remote control, and many of them are accessible 
from apps on smartphones.

Bluetooth / wireless



Live Events



2020/2021.
What have we learned
about virtual events ?



8 Takeaways
From the 
Democratic 
National 
Convention 
Virtual Event

Source : https://www.eventmanagerblog.com/8-takeaways-dnc-virtual-event



« the four-night event worked because it
was forced to deviate from political theater

as usual. Its organizers turned a critical
function of our democracy into a made-for-

TV spectacle »

Los Angeles Times

https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-08-22/dnc-rnc-virtual-conventions-covid-19

https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-08-22/dnc-rnc-virtual-conventions-covid-19


















Dua Lipa's 'Studio 2054' Concert Watched by 5 Million Fans

The virtual show garnered 5 
million views (so far), including
over 1.9 million unique logins 
from China, 95,000 from India
and 263,264 tickets sold across
the regular ticketing platforms. 
(tickets priced at $10)

https://variety.com/2020/digital/news/dua-lipa-
studio-2054-livestream-5-million-views-
1234842345/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Studio_2054

https://variety.com/2020/digital/news/dua-lipa-studio-2054-livestream-5-million-views-1234842345/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Studio_2054


Extended Reality (XR) 
For Live Entertainment

Push the limits !



https://www.xrstudios.live







https://vimeo.com/434853933

XR Studios: Behind The Scenes

https://vimeo.com/434853933


https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=9UcHvzG1I1I



















https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-live-reviews/billie-eilish-livestream-virtual-concert-1080748/
https://momentfactory.com/projets/tous/tous/billie-eilish-livestream

https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-live-reviews/billie-eilish-livestream-virtual-concert-1080748/
https://momentfactory.com/projets/tous/tous/billie-eilish-livestream




https://www.myanmore.com/2020/08/tomorrowland-around-the-world/

https://www.bizbash.com/production-strategy/virtual-events/article/21220863/see-inside-tomorrowlands-virtual-music-festival-that-drew-
950000-attendees?spMailingID=44256805&spUserID=MTAyNjczMjY0MjExNgS2&spJobID=1921055056&spReportId=MTkyMTA1NTA1NgS2

https://www.myanmore.com/2020/08/tomorrowland-around-the-world/
https://www.bizbash.com/production-strategy/virtual-events/article/21220863/see-inside-tomorrowlands-virtual-music-festival-that-drew-950000-attendees?spMailingID=44256805&spUserID=MTAyNjczMjY0MjExNgS2&spJobID=1921055056&spReportId=MTkyMTA1NTA1NgS2


https://theboolean.io/2020/08/13/tomorrowland-a-2d-video-streaming-festival-that-attracted-over-1-million-viewers/



https://blog.walls.io/usecase/virtual-event-social-feed-tomorrowland/
https://blog.walls.io/socialmedia/social-media-virtual-events

To provide attendees with an 
extraordinary experience, 
Tomorrowland created Pāpiliōnem —
a magical, virtual island — for the 
first digital edition of the festival. 
Attendees could navigate through a 
virtual representation of the island
and interactively explore the entire
festival site

https://blog.walls.io/usecase/virtual-event-social-feed-tomorrowland/
https://blog.walls.io/socialmedia/social-media-virtual-events/


06/01/2021 Tomorrowland : "une édition digitale du festival" avec huit scènes virtuelles du 25 au 26/07/2020

https://culture.newstank.fr/fr/article/printable/189276/tomorrowland-edition-digitale-festival-huit-scenes-virtuelles-25-26-07-2020.html 1/2

ā ō



OFFICIAL PRESS RELEASE 

https://nye.press.tomorrowland.com/1200-fireworks-65000-flags-184-lasers-2750-lights-1000-rendering-hours-152-virtual-cameras-32000-
hours-of-work-215-hours-of-music-over-450-records-and-over-65-unreleased-tracks?asset_type=image&asset_id=c4d19f14-81af-43cd-8724-

61fd86650c3a#image-c4d19f14-81af-43cd-8724-61fd86650c3a

https://www.bizbash.com/production-strategy/virtual-events/article/21220863/see-inside-tomorrowlands-virtual-music-festival-that-drew-950000-attendees?spMailingID=44256805&spUserID=MTAyNjczMjY0MjExNgS2&spJobID=1921055056&spReportId=MTkyMTA1NTA1NgS2
https://www.bizbash.com/production-strategy/virtual-events/article/21220863/see-inside-tomorrowlands-virtual-music-festival-that-drew-950000-attendees?spMailingID=44256805&spUserID=MTAyNjczMjY0MjExNgS2&spJobID=1921055056&spReportId=MTkyMTA1NTA1NgS2


https://variety.com/2020/streaming/news/ti
ktok-france-versailles-palace-culture-
1234866395/

https://www.bizbash.com/production-strategy/virtual-events/article/21220863/see-inside-tomorrowlands-virtual-music-festival-that-drew-950000-attendees?spMailingID=44256805&spUserID=MTAyNjczMjY0MjExNgS2&spJobID=1921055056&spReportId=MTkyMTA1NTA1NgS2




06/01/2021 TikTok : lancement d'une "saison culturelle" virtuelle du 14 au 20/12/2020

https://culture.newstank.fr/fr/article/printable/202440/tiktok-lancement-saison-culturelle-virtuelle-14-20-12-2020.html 1/2



https://www.bizbash.com/production-
strategy/virtual-events/article/21232202/how-
ces-traded-in-vegas-for-virtual-this-
year?spMailingID=44271754&spUserID=MTAyNj
czMjc2ODk4NQS2&spJobID=1921256144&spRe
portId=MTkyMTI1NjE0NAS2

https://www.bizbash.com/production-strategy/virtual-events/article/21232202/how-ces-traded-in-vegas-for-virtual-this-year?spMailingID=44271754&spUserID=MTAyNjczMjc2ODk4NQS2&spJobID=1921256144&spReportId=MTkyMTI1NjE0NAS2


Virtual Events



Virtual event platforms.
Be present, from a distance



www.virtwayevents.com

http://www.virtwayevents.com/






Venues.
Reinvented.





AREA15
IS AN EXPERIENTIAL RETAIL AND 
ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX 
OFFERING LIVE EVENTS, 
IMMERSIVE ACTIVATIONS, ART 
INSTALLATIONS AND MUCH 
MORE.

ENTER CURIOUS.
LEAVE DIFFERENT.

https://area15.com/

https://eu.rgj.com/story/news/2020/09/17/area
-15-las-vegas-mysterious-bunker-style-
experience-virtual-reality/5819081002/

https://area15.com/
https://eu.rgj.com/story/news/2020/09/17/area-15-las-vegas-mysterious-bunker-style-experience-virtual-reality/5819081002/


Las Vegas' MSG Sphere at The Venetian Will Be An 'Architectural Marvel'



MALLS AND PROFESSIONALS EVENTS IN 2030 BE LIKE…



Events.
Reinvented.







Are events
Measurable ?
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22nd of June, 2018
Expertise by Nielsen Sports & Entertainment
Contacts: Julien Istace

Presentation of
the EVENT IMPACT SCORE ®
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. • The Event Impact Score ® is a ready-to-use and standardized tool that measures and 

quantifies the impact of an event for the event itself or for a partner brand

• It has been developed in collaboration between Nielsen and the French association 
« LÉVÉNEMENT »

• Our first objective is to spread the tool so that the event industry grows more and 
more professional and in order for them to measure R.O.I. and R.O.O.

THE EVENT IMPACT SCORE ®, THE FIRST GLOBAL VALUATION TOOL TO 
MEASURE EVENT EFFECTIVENESS

REPORT here : https://www.levenement.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/180622-Conference-extract-VEng-1.pdf

https://www.levenement.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/180622-Conference-extract-VEng-1.pdf
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THIS TOOL HAS BEEN BUILT AROUND 3 MEASUREMENT BLOCKS IN ORDER 
TO SEIZE SPECIFICITIES OF COMMUNICATION THROUGH EVENTS

AUDIENCE PERCEPTION1 DIGITAL RESONANCE2 EXPOSURE VALUATION3

Performance items on participants
or gap vs non-participants

Event awareness %, Points
or mark/10

Event perception / satisfaction %, Points
or mark/10

Event memorizing %, Points
or mark/10

Event-brand association %, Points
or mark/10

Image items for the brand %, Points
or mark/10

Purchase consideration %, Points
or mark/10

« Word of mouth » %, Points
or mark/10

Item For the event
itself

For the 
brand

Number of mentions # #

Share of voice for 
the brand n/a %

Number of
interactions # #

Tone of discussions % %

Estimated reach # #

Item For the event
itself

For the 
brand

Multimedia 
valuation #, € #, €

Digital valuation #, € #, €

On site valuation #, € #, €

Others (collateral, 
ticketing, hospit. etc) #, € #, €
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THE EVENT IMPACT SCORE © CAN ADAPT TO ANY KIND OF EVENT
(SIZE X TYPE OF AUDIENCE)

3 measurement blocks Activated or not depending on kind of event

B2C B2B Internal corporate 
event

From 0 to 2k 
participants

From 2k to 20k 
participants

From 20k to 100k 
participants

From 100k to 500k 
participants X X

More than 500k 
participants X X

21 3

21

1

21 3

21 3

21

21

21 3

21

21

21

21 3

21 3

21 3

21 3

Note: table above shows our recommendations in terms of measurement block to be activated depending on kind 
of event. Upon discussion, we can adapt according to your event and needs.

1 AUDIENCE PERCEPTION

And/or

And/or

2 DIGITAL RESONANCE

3 EXPOSURE VALUATION



Go Green.



https://www.greenbeeupcycling.com/accueil

https://www.greenbeeupcycling.com/accueil




Digital tools
for events



What do we call « digital » innovation ?

Source : https://0721f221-bdf6-46d5-8555-94715a0da7ec.filesusr.com/ugd/20dcec_64f1358190c540899e51a2fbb99883bf.pdf

https://0721f221-bdf6-46d5-8555-94715a0da7ec.filesusr.com/ugd/20dcec_64f1358190c540899e51a2fbb99883bf.pdf


THE VICIOUS CYCLE OF EVENT TECHNOLOGY

Do you need to use event technology?

One of the most recurring issues with
technology adoption is that choices are 
sometimes influenced by fashion and peer
pressure rather than being the result of a 
thoughtful analysis. The results of such an 
approach are usually disappointing.

Disappointing results and low ROI usually
spark a vicious cycle of distrust in the real 
value of technology. The end result of this
vicious cycle poses substantial threats to 
the future of your events. 

Attendees are, in fact, becoming quite
demanding of technology at events. As we
spend more time on social networks, and 
with our smartphones, we expect events
to cater to our need for technology.

Source : https://0721f221-bdf6-46d5-8555-94715a0da7ec.filesusr.com/ugd/20dcec_64f1358190c540899e51a2fbb99883bf.pdf

https://0721f221-bdf6-46d5-8555-94715a0da7ec.filesusr.com/ugd/20dcec_64f1358190c540899e51a2fbb99883bf.pdf


VALUE-BASED DECISIONMAKING IN EVENTTECH

What does a 
value-oriented
tech decision-
making process
look like? Very
simple. It’s really a 
matter of asking
yourself the same
question, am I 
adding value?

Whether it is
attendees, 
sponsors, boss, 
colleagues, 
partners, speakers, 
performers, 
suppliers – are you
adding value by 
using event
technology?

Source : https://0721f221-bdf6-46d5-8555-94715a0da7ec.filesusr.com/ugd/20dcec_64f1358190c540899e51a2fbb99883bf.pdf

https://0721f221-bdf6-46d5-8555-94715a0da7ec.filesusr.com/ugd/20dcec_64f1358190c540899e51a2fbb99883bf.pdf


https://www.digitevent.com/en



















https://corp.evenium.com/en/

https://corp.evenium.com/en/




https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aezIBvuS6BI&feature=youtu.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3rO8K6GrTHg&feature=youtu.bebe
https://youtu.be/3rO8K6GrTHg?list=PLXSAnMwGmYNNJHsXxADjpzQTBCP94Fn4C
https://youtu.be/w6IOME-KLIo?list=PLXSAnMwGmYNNJHsXxADjpzQTBCP94Fn4C
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0tXrCmjbb8



www.expoplatform.com



Think
MOBILE
first





m2-event.fr/future-of-events


